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Abstract
Objective. To identify the electrocorticography (ECoG) frequency features that encode distinct
finger movement states during repeated finger flexions. Approach.We used the publicly available
Stanford ECoG dataset of cue-based, repeated single finger flexions. Using linear regression, we
identified the spectral features that contributed most to the encoding of movement dynamics and
discriminating movement events from rest, and combined them to predict finger movement
trajectories. Furthermore, we also looked into the effect of the used frequency range and the spatial
distribution of the identified features.Main results. Two frequency features generate superior
performance, each one for a different movement aspect: high gamma band activity distinguishes
movement events from rest, whereas the local motor potential (LMP) codes for movement
dynamics. Combining these two features in a finger movement decoder outperformed comparable
prior work where the entire spectrum was used as the average correlation coefficient with the true
trajectories increased from 0.45 to 0.5, both applied to the Stanford dataset, and erroneous
predictions during rest were demoted. In addition, for the first time, our results show the influence
of the upper cut-off frequency used to extract LMP, yielding a higher performance when this range
is adjusted to the finger movement rate. Significance. This study shows the benefit of a detailed
feature analysis prior to designing the finger movement decoder.

1. Introduction

Every year, half a million patients worldwide face
paralysis due to the disruption of signal pathways
between the brain and the muscles primarily due to
spinal cord injury, brainstem stroke or amyotrophic
lateral sclerosis [1]. The quality of life of these
patients would significantly improve should they
regain a degree of voluntary motor control. By trans-
lating brain commands into motor actions directly,
brain computer interfaces (BCIs) can bypass defective
neural pathways. This has been successfully demon-
strated in patients controlling a paralysed upper
limb through neuromuscular stimulation [2, 3], a
prosthetic limb [4, 5] an exoskeleton [6], or hav-
ing their imagined handwriting movements trans-
lated into text [7]. Despite these accomplishments,
more research is needed before motor BCIs are able
to support humans in their more complex motor

behaviours such as skilled finger movements [8],
which they enable us to perform countless daily life
actions: holding hands, grasping objects, or playing a
musical instrument, to name a few.

Over the past few years, research onhow to decode
fingermovements frombrain activity has increasingly
gained ground. The neural and muscular mechan-
isms involved in fingermovements significantly differ
from those controlling other limbs [8], thus requiring
specific BCI solutions. Several studies have reported
some level of differentiation in the brain represent-
ation of individual fingers [8, 9], which in turn has
been exploited to develop decoders that either clas-
sify which finger is moving or that predict its tra-
jectory (flexion or extension), a much harder task.
Finger movement classifiers have been developed
using common spatial pattern filters followed by
linear models [10, 11], conditional random fields
[12], and decision trees [13]. As to finger trajectory
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Figure 1. The original trajectory is represented by two movement states: movement dynamics, in which case the finger flexion and
extension trajectories are concatenated, and movement events, a binary sequence indicating when the finger is moving or at rest.

decoding—the focus of this work—several regression
techniques have already been exploited, most of them
applied to the BCI competition IV dataset to facilitate
comparison [14]. In this competition, the best per-
formance was for the linear approach of [15], with an
0.46 average Pearson correlation coefficient between
predicted and actual finger trajectories [16]. In [17],
deep learning was applied to the same dataset yield-
ing a correlation coefficient of 0.515. Riemannian
features together with gradient boosting trees lifted
the performance up to 0.537 [18], with tensor-based
methods further improving it to 0.59 [19].

Electrocorticography (ECoG) is a partially invas-
ive recording technique commonly used to study
the brain dynamics involved in finger movements
[20]. Compared to other brain recording techniques,
including more invasive ones such as microwires that
enter the cortical tissue or non-invasive ones such as
electroencephalography (EEG) and magnetoenceph-
alography, ECoG exhibits several advantages for fin-
ger decoding. ECoG signals enjoy a wider frequency
range, larger amplitude, and higher spatial resolu-
tion than their non-invasive counterparts [21]. On
the other hand, unlike the more invasive techniques,
ECoG electrode grids are placed on the surface of the
brain thereby avoiding damage to brain vasculature
and fibrous scar tissue formation that could affect
long-term signal stability [20]. From a finger decod-
ing perspective, ECoG grids should be placed over the
somatomotor regions of the cerebral cortex, specific-
ally over a brain region called the ‘hand knob’ area
which represents the human hand [8, 22].

Current studies on finger-based BCIs tend to
focus on improving decoder performance, with far
less attention paid to signal features and how they
relate to the information of interest. When it comes
to movement, the analysis of frequency features
has already suggested that different timescales hold
different information. Power in lower frequency

oscillations (<30 Hz) has been linked to subcortical
regions projecting to a range of cortical areas [23].
Power in higher frequencies, in contrast, is thought
to represent more localized cortical processing [24],
with oscillations above 60 Hz strongly correlating
with average neural firing rates [25]. The instant-
aneous amplitude of the low frequency oscillations,
called local motor potential (LMP) [26, 27], has
been suggested to hold information related to motor
planning and execution. Moreover, cross-frequency
coupling is believed to play a key role in neural
communication and cognitive processing [23, 28].
Following this, we hypothesize that adapting motor
BCI systems to the specific characteristics of fre-
quency features could help enhance finger decoding
performance.

Instead of focussing on algorithm development,
we first investigated the contribution of individual
frequency bands to finger movement across differ-
ent movement states. We distinguished two main
states: movement dynamics and movement events
(figure 1). We identified, using linear regression,
the spectral features, and their combination, that
best predict each state. Second, we applied a simple
decoder, again based on linear regression, to pre-
dict finger movement trajectories based on the
identified features and compare its performance to
that of previous work. Finally, we analysed the
contribution of the temporal and spatial charac-
teristics of the identified features, and how our
findings could be beneficial to other motor BCI
paradigms.

2. Methods

2.1. Datasets
This study uses publicly available simultaneous
ECoG/data glove recordings of nine subjects released
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by Stanford University2 [29]. The ECoG grids fea-
tured, depending on the subject, 38–64 electrodes of
4 mm diameter (2.3 mm exposed surface) with 1 cm
inter-electrode distance. ECoG grids are routinely
implanted to localize the epileptogenic zone and elo-
quent cortex, with the included subjects selected for
their ECoG grids coverage of the hand knob area of
the (pre)motor cortex. As mentioned in the intro-
duction, much of prior research on finger movement
detection relied on the BCI competition IV dataset
with ECoG signals from three subjects, which are
also included in the nine subject Stanford dataset
we report on in this paper. We refer to these sub-
jects with a numerical code ranging from 1 to 9. To
facilitate comparison with previous studies, the cor-
respondence between our numbering and that of
the two datasets is listed in table S1. During acquisi-
tion, the brain signals were sampled at 1000 Hz and
band pass filtered between 0.15 and 200 Hz. While
ECoG activity was recorded, subjects were asked to
perform self-paced finger movements during two-
second trials, with a two-second rest period between
trials. The entire experiment lasted around 10 min
per subject. From an open hand starting position,
subjects performed around 2–5 finger flexions per
trial with each trial assigned to a specific finger in a
randomized manner, indicating the finger to move
with a word displayed on a bedside monitor. See table
S1 for more information on the number of available
trials per subject. Finger trajectories were recorded
using a 5-sensor data glove the subjects wore during
the experiment.

2.2. Movement states
The finger trajectories recorded by the data glove
were divided into two movement states: movement
dynamics and movement events (figure 1).

Movement dynamics is formed by concatenating,
for each cued finger individually, all periods when
the subject was purposefully moving the cued finger;
instances where a non-cued finger moved were not
included, as they were possibly caused by the unin-
tentional movements of fingers adjacent to the cued
one (finger co-activation [30]). Movement events are
labelled per time sample by ‘1’ when a cued finger
moved, and ‘0’ when at rest or when a finger was
moved due to coactivations. To detect when a specific
finger was moving we followed the strategy of [18],
based on the BCI competition IV and Stanford data-
sets, but added an extra step in which the three time
samples surrounding a detected movement period

2 All patients participated in a purely voluntary manner, after
providing informedwritten consent, under experimental protocols
approved by the Institutional Review Board of the University of
Washington (#12193). All patient data was anonymized according
to the IRB protocol, in accordance with the HIPAAmandate. These
data originally appeared in themanuscript ‘HumanMotor Cortical
Activity Is Selectively Phase- Entrained on Underlying Rhythms’
published in PLoS Computational Biology in 2012 [22].

were also labelled as ‘1’. This extra stepwas added after
visually inspecting the labelled data and it allowed us
to better capture the complete movement period.

2.3. Signal pre-processing
Initially, we visually inspected the ECoG signals and
removed noisy channels. For some subjects, a few
samples from the beginning of the recordingwere also
removed, as they had been collected before the first
finger movement. These samples were removed both
from the finger trajectories and the ECoG signals (see
table S1 for details).

The ECoG data was re-referenced to the common
average, and notch filters were applied to remove the
effect of the 60 Hz powerline and its second and third
harmonics (120 Hz and 180 Hz). Then, two types of
features where extracted. First, the LMP, which we
computed by low pass filtering the signal with a given
cut-off frequency (fc). We tested different values of
fc, and retained 1.5 Hz or 3.5 Hz, depending on the
subject, (see the results and discussion sections). The
filtered signal is then integrated over a 50 ms window
to obtain the LMP sampled at 20 Hz.

The second type of feature extracted is related to
the power in 7 frequency bands, δ (0–5 Hz), θ (5–
8 Hz), α (8–12 Hz), β1 (12–24 Hz), β2 (24–34 Hz),
low gamma band, (34–60 Hz), and high gamma band
(HGB) (100–200 Hz). For each band we compute the
following:

xi (tn) =
∆t∑
t=0

b2i (tn + t) , for i = δ,θ, . . . , HGB (1)

where bi (t) represents the ECoG signal bandpass
filtered in the corresponding frequency range of the
given band i, e.g. between 0 and 5 Hz when i =
δ, and xi (t) the instantaneous signal power. We set
∆t= 50ms and tn+1 = tn +∆t, corresponding to a
sampling rate of 20 Hz, the same as for the LMP.
Therefore, for each subject, we extracted a total of 8
features, the LMP and the 7 different bands, which
were then normalized in a channel-dependent man-
ner to reduce the effect of differences in magnitude.
The finger trajectories from the data glove were also
normalized and downsampled to 20 Hz in corres-
pondence with the pre-processed ECoG signals.

2.4. Linear regression
Linear regression was used to predict finger trajector-
ies from the extracted frequency features. The follow-
ing linear model was adopted:

Yd =WTX (2)

where Yd is the finger trajectory vector of n time
points and X the tap-delay ECoG data cast into an
m× n matrix, with m the number of taps, set to
20, which defines the one second window of past
activity used to make the prediction, times the num-
ber of selected channels. The weight vector W, sized
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Figure 2. Proposed model. First, ordinary least squares regressor (OLS) is applied to predict the finger trajectory, Y1, using both
LMP and HGB features. Then, Y1 is corrected based on the prediction Y2 of a second linear regressor trained only on HGB to
discriminate movement events. Hereto, samples are considered asmove or rest depending on, respectively, whether the amplitude
of Y2 goes over or under a given threshold th. Samples associated with rest periods are truncated to a constant value c to form Y3,
the final prediction of the proposed model. A unique model is trained for each subject and finger, with th and c obtained through
3-fold cross validation.

m× 1, was trained for each subject and finger indi-
vidually following the ordinary least squares (OLS)
method [31]:

W=
(
XXT

)−1
XYd . (3)

In order to ensure the generalization of the res-
ults, a 3-fold cross validation approach was adop-
ted. Hereto the ECoG data was equally divided into
3 subgroups, train, validation and test sets, and three
decoders were developed in such a way that the sub-
groups acted once as each type of set. We opted for
3 folds due to the small sample size. The normalizing
step mentioned in section 2.3 was performed on each
subgroup separately, to avoid information transfer.
Forward channel selection was performed by training
a linear regressor only on the train set and testing it on
the validation set. Here, we started with the channel
that gave the best performance and additional chan-
nels were added one by one until the performance
stopped increasing or until a maximum of 10 chan-
nels was reached. Then, using the group of channels
previously selected, a new regressor was trained now
by merging the train and validation sets. The test set,
not involved until now, is then used here to assess the
performance of the model.

The Pearson correlation between the predicted
trajectories and the actual finger movements, recor-
ded with the data gloves, was used tomeasure the per-
formance of the linear regression models. The final
correlation outcome was obtained by averaging over
the correlations of the three folds.

Linear regression models were trained with OLS
for each of the 8 spectral features. As all models were
subject- and finger-specific, we obtained 45 differ-
ent performance values per feature. The models were
tested on the twomovement states defined in figure 1,
the movement dynamics and the movement events,
as well as on the original finger trajectories. Once the
contribution of the individual spectral features was
charted, a novel finger decodingmodel was developed
combining only two of the original 8 features: the

feature that better coded for the movement dynam-
ics and the one that better coded for the movement
events. The proposed model is shown in figure 2 and
explained further.

First, linear regression was applied to predict the
finger trajectories using both the LMP and HGB
to construct the tap-delay ECoG data matrix (X in
equation (1). We refer to Y1 as the finger trajectory
predicted in this first step. Forward channel selection
was performed, as previously explained, but starting
from twice the number of channels, as they can be
selected per frequency feature (LMP and HGB).

Then, movement events and rest intervals were
discriminated based on HGB by applying a threshold
th to the linear regression result Y2, this time by
training the model using only on HGB features.
Equation (4) summarizes how the final finger traject-
ory prediction Y3 was obtained:

Y3 =

{
c, Y2 ⩽ th

Y1, Y2 > th.
(4)

The thresholding step is introduced to address
the instabilities in the decoding, labelling rest peri-
ods by a constant flexion c. The value of th and c are
subject- and finger-dependent parameters and estim-
ated from the validation set. For this purpose, during
forward channel selection, the validation-predicted
trajectories associated with the best group of chan-
nels are saved. These trajectories are then used in a
grid search for the optimal value for th, search space
[−0.5:0.01:0.5], and c search space [−1:0.01:0.5].

2.5. Feature analysis
The next step was to gain insight into the spatial and
temporal contributions of the spectral features that
performed best. For the temporal analysis, within the
one second window of prior activity, we were inter-
ested in which feature holds most information. The
weight vectorsW of the linear models trained cannot
be used for this purpose, as their interpretation can
lead to wrong conclusions due to, for instance, the
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presence of large weight values assigned to features
that help to denoise the signals, but that are otherwise
independent of the brain process under study [32].
Therefore, following the procedure laid out in [32],
the activation patterns A are obtained as follows:

A= XTYd . (5)

In order to keep the focus on temporal feature
contributions, the activation patterns were computed
for the best performing electrode, for every subject-
finger combination, and averaged over the 3 folds. To
obtain an overall measure of the contributions for our
analysis, we took the absolute value of the activation
patterns.

2.6. Comparison with previous work
To assess the benefit of using distinct frequency fea-
tures for movement states in trajectory decoding, we
compared the proposed model with that developed
by Liang and Bougrain in [15]. We choose this study
because it also applied linear regression based on
OLS, but instead used general frequency features
drawn from the full spectrum, i.e. the power in low-
(<30 Hz), mid- (30–60 Hz) and high- (>60 Hz) fre-
quency bands. To ensure a fair comparison, we rep-
licated that method, but adapted it to our 3-fold cross
validation procedure explained above.

3. Results

3.1. Feature contribution to movement states
Figure 3 shows the contribution of each frequency
feature to the decoding of movement dynamics,
movement events, and original trajectories. The dis-
tribution represented by each boxplot is based on 45
values, coming from the correlation coefficients of
9 subjects and 5 fingers each. The frequency feature
yielding the best performance depended on themove-
ment state. Consideringmovement dynamics, the lin-
ear regressor trained with LMP generated the highest
correlation coefficients. In contrast, when detecting
movement events, HGB was the best performing fea-
ture. HGB also outperformed the other features when
the models were tested on the original trajector-
ies, suggesting that movement events have a bigger
impact than movement dynamics in the overall cor-
relation coefficient.

After confirming the normality of the data with
the Kolmogorov–Smirnov test [33], paired t-tests
were used to assess whether the best performing fea-
ture performed significantly better than the others,
with low p-values indicating statistically significant
differences. For the sake of clarity, figure 3 only shows
the largest of these p-values. Note that, when using a
paired test, statistical significance is not always easy to
confirm visually from boxplots, so we refer the reader

to figure S1, where paired samples are connected to
highlight differences across features.

Figure 4 shows, for two representative sub-
jects, the decoded trajectories obtained with the two
best performing features: LMP capturing movement
dynamics (blue) and HGB movement events (dark
red). In addition, figure 4 also illustrates the differ-
ences in movement rate between the two subjects,
with subject 9 (top) performing, within the 2 s trial,
almost twice the number of finger flexions of sub-
ject 2 (bottom). Differences in movement rate can
be seen across subjects, reflecting the self-paced fin-
ger flexions they were asked to perform during the
experiments.

The rate of finger movement influences the
optimal fc used in the extraction of LMP from the
ECoG signal. For subjects with fast finger movement
rates, a low fc failed to capture the movement dynam-
ics (figure 5(a)). On the other hand, imposing a lar-
ger fc than necessary also had a negative effect in the
performance. This can be seen in figure 5(b) where,
after reaching an optimum, the performance starts to
drop as fc increases. Values of fc above 10 Hz are not
included in the plot because the performance remains
stable after that point. In view of this movement-rate
dependency of fc, we decided to opt for two fc values:
1.5 Hz and 3.5 Hz for subjects with slow and with fast
movement rate, respectively.

The movement rate of each subject was assesed
from the derivative of the trajectories recorded with
the data glove when looking at themovement dynam-
ics of each finger. The average movement rate per fin-
ger is represented in figure 5(c) for every subject, with
subjects above the dashed line considered to have a
fast movement rate. The reasoning behind opting for
a different fc value for ‘fast’ and ‘slow’moving subjects
is shown in figure 5(d), where the power spectra of the
data glove-recorded movement dynamics are repres-
ented for every subject, here the movement dynam-
ics of every finger were concatenated before generat-
ing the spectrum. We observed that the power spec-
trum of slower finger movements mostly falls below
f c = 1.5 Hz and that of faster ones mostly below
fc = 3.5 Hz. It is worth emphasizing that the LMP
is obtained from the ECoG recordings, not the data
glove trajectories, so the low pass filter at fc is not
applied to the data shown in figure 5(d), but to the
ECoG data recorded while the finger trajectories are
performed.

3.2. Prediction of finger trajectories
The performance of the proposed model, based on
the combination of LMP and HGB (section 2.5), is
shown in figure 6(a). Results from the method pro-
posed by Liang and Bougrain [15], which is based
on general spectral features, are also included. Paired
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Figure 3. Correlation between the finger trajectories predicted by the OLS model (trained with each individual frequency feature)
and the movement dynamics, movement events and the original trajectory. LMP is the best feature to decode movement
dynamics whereas HGB is the best feature to decode movement events. When correlating with the original trajectories, HGB
returns the best performance. The largest p-value between the best performing feature and the others is included, proving that the
differences in decoding performance are statistically significant (paired t-test). Each boxplot is based on 45 values (9 subjects, 5
fingers). The edges of the blue boxes correspond to the 25th and 75th percentiles, red horizontal lines correspond to the median,
red crosses represent outliers, and the whiskers extend to the most extreme data points not considered outliers.

Figure 4. Trajectories decoded with linear models either relying on LMP or on HGB. Results for two representative subjects and
fingers are shown, each subject with different movement rates (subject 9 faster, subject 2 slower). Note the finger co-activations in
subject 2’s target trajectory, picked up by the LMP model.

t-tests were used to assess statistical significance.
Regarding movement dynamics, the proposed model
yields a significantly better performance than the
model based on HGB only or that of Liang and
Bougrain. Similarly, the prediction of the original fin-
ger trajectories also enjoys higher correlations, with

the proposed model reaching an average coefficient
of 0.5, versus 0.45 using the method from Liang and
Bougrain. These results suggest that exploiting the
distinct role of the LMP and HGB features signific-
antly enhances decoding performance for the move-
ment dynamics and the original finger trajectories.
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Figure 5. Effect of cut-off frequency fc on LMP-based decoding of movement dynamics. (a) For subjects with fast finger
movement rates, a low fc (left panel) fails to capture movement dynamics. Target corresponds to data glove trajectories, blue to
model prediction. For the movement dynamics detection of subject 9, the decoders based on the LMP with f c = 1.5 Hz and
f c = 3.5 Hz achieved Pearson correlation coefficients of 0.4 and 0.46, respectively. (b) Movement decoding performance for
different fc values, for two movement rates (subject 9 faster, subject 2 slower). Values of fc above 10 Hz are not shown because the
performance remains stable. (c) Average movement speed of the movement dynamics of each finger and subject. The dashed line
separates subjects whose fingers move fast from those that move slow. (d) Power spectra of the movement dynamics for every
subject. The power spectra were generated using the trajectories recorded with the data glove. They show that power spectra of
subjects whose fingers are moving faster exhibit more information in higher frequencies, therefore benefiting from a larger fc.

When it comes to motor BCIs, decoders not
only need to accurately predict intended movements
but also avoid predicting false attempts. In order
to assess the latter, we looked at the variance dur-
ing rest periods, with lower variances being indicat-
ive of more stable performance. Figure 6(a) shows
that the proposedmodel exhibits a significantly lower
variance compared to Liang and Bougrain [15] (for
more detail on the paired comparison, see figure S2).
Note that a zero variance cannot be accomplished
because movement event detection through HGB is

not perfect. The trajectories predicted by the two
models are included in figure 6(b), for a subject 2.
The correlation coefficients obtained for individual
subjects and fingers are included in table 1 for the
3 subjects of the BCI competition IV dataset, and in
table S2 for the 9 subjects of the Stanford dataset.
The variances during the rest intervals are included
in tables 2 and S3, for the BCI competition IV and
Stanford datasets, respectively. For reference’s sake,
the tables also include the performance obtained fol-
lowing the model of Liang and Bougrain.
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Figure 6. Performance of the proposed model. (a) Box charts showing the performance of the linear models based on LMP and
HGB features aindividually nd in combination (proposed model), and the linear regression model of [15] which relies on general
frequency features (see text). Statistically significant differences between two distributions are indicated by ‘∗’ for
p-values< 1×10−2 and by ‘∗∗’ for p-values< 1×10−4 (paired t-tests). See figure S2 for a more detailed representation of the
comparison between the proposed model and that of [15]. (b) Trajectories predicted by the proposed model and that of [15], for
a representative subject.

3.3. Feature analysis
The results from analysing the spatial and temporal
differences between LMP and HGB are summarized
in figure 7. The activation patterns of figure 7(a),
generated as explained in section 2.5, show the dif-
ferences in the temporal contribution of both fea-
tures. The heatmaps were generated for each subject
by averaging the activation patterns obtained from
each finger; keeping the fingers separate yielded sim-
ilar results. We observe that HGB mostly contributes
in the 250ms prior to the predictedmovement sample
(time lag= 0); the LMP, on the other hand, exhibits a
more variable contribution across subjects, which can
be traced back to the difference in movement rates.
Note the occasional double peaks in the activation
patterns that correspond to subsequent movement
attempts.

Given these temporal differences, the next ques-
tion is, does the performance of these two features
depend on the window length used for regression?

This is plotted in terms of the correlation coefficient
in figure 7(b): the performance of HGB steadily
increases with window length, but this is not as
consistent for LMP, a possible explanation for this
effect is presented in the Discussion. For these plots
the results from all fingers within a subject were
averaged.

Spatial differences between features were assessed
by analysing the individual contribution of each
channel to the decoding performance. In figure 7(c),
we plotted the average number of channels, averaged
across subjects, that yielded a performance within
50% of the correlation coefficients reported in 3.2.
As expected [23], LMP exhibits a broader spatial
distribution than HGB. Furthermore, the difference
seems to be greater for the more ‘independent’ fin-
gers: thumb and index finger. This can be verified also
by looking at the distribution of the correlation coef-
ficient over the ECoG grid in figure 7(d), for a repres-
entative subject.

8
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Table 1. Comparison of the proposed model with the one reported in [15]. Both methods are based on linear regression. The table lists
the Pearson correlation coefficients between the predicted and actual finger trajectories, looking both at the entire trajectory and at the
time segments corresponding to movement dynamics (figure 1). The table includes the results from the three subjects originally
considered in [15] (see table S1 for the equivalence between the datasets), the results for all subjects are included in table S2.

Liang and Bougrain [15] Proposed model

Fingers
Movement
dynamics

Original
trajectory

Movement
dynamics

Original
trajectory

Subj. 9 Thumb 0.25 0.55 0.39 0.65
Index 0.57 0.71 0.52 0.73
Middle 0.29 0.2 0.39 0.21
Ring 0.4 0.55 0.54 0.61
Pinky 0.37 0.38 0.4 0.44
Average 0.38 0.48 0.45 0.53

Subj. 1 Thumb 0.42 0.58 0.46 0.65
Index 0.49 0.38 0.54 0.45
Middle 0.15 0.26 0.43 0.5
Ring 0.53 0.48 0.64 0.57
Pinky 0.39 0.32 0.46 0.49
Average 0.4 0.4 0.51 0.53

Subj. 2 Thumb 0.49 0.72 0.50 0.79
Index 0.38 0.58 0.48 0.6
Middle 0.49 0.62 0.53 0.59
Ring 0.27 0.6 0.49 0.65
Pinky 0.39 0.69 0.47 0.73
Average 0.41 0.64 0.49 0.67

Average 0.39 0.51 0.48 0.58

Table 2. Comparison of the proposed model with the one
reported in [15]. The table lists the variance during rest periods
and includes the three subjects considered in [15], the results for
all subjects are included in table S3.

Fingers

Liang and
Bougrain
[15]

Proposed
model

Subj. 9 Thumb 0.009 0.006
Index 0.006 0.003
Middle 0.057 0.053
Ring 0.03 0.026
Pinky 0.023 0.01

Subj. 1 Thumb 0.011 0.005
Index 0.027 0.01
Middle 0.031 0.013
Ring 0.022 0.01
Pinky 0.034 0.005

Subj. 2 Thumb 0.007 0.002
Index 0.03 0.019
Middle 0.018 0.029
Ring 0.052 0.055
Pinky 0.029 0.02

4. Discussion

In this study, we analysed the contribution of dif-
ferent frequency features to the decoding of fin-
ger trajectories from motor ECoG recordings. We
showed the differential contribution of LMP and
HGB in resolving finger dynamics and detecting

finger movement events, which we exploited in a
simple decoder that accurately predicts finger traject-
ories, outperforming comparable prior work where
the entire spectrum was used [15], and yielding on
par performance compared to recent studies using
more complex models [17–19].

LMP signals yielded significantly better perform-
ance than other spectral features when decoding fin-
ger movement dynamics. Specifically, the superior
contribution of the LMP compared to the delta band
(figure 3), although they share the same low fre-
quency range, suggests that phase information is
key to predict the specific finger flexion and exten-
sion patterns. The importance of phase inform-
ation for motor activity decoded from low fre-
quency rhythms is in agreement with the literature
[22, 34].

On the other hand, as shown in figure 4, LMP
signals fall short in discriminating finger movement
from rest or when a given finger was moved invol-
untarily due to co-activations caused by other fin-
gers. The effect of co-activations can be seen in the
bottom graph of this figure, where the trajectory of
the pinky finger shows small fluctuations between
cued finger movements, corresponding to index and
middle finger flexions. A possible explanation could
be that LMP activity extends over the entire ‘hand
knob’ cortical region, making it hard to resolve the
activity patterns of individual fingers (figure 7(d)).
In addition, low frequency rhythms have also been
linked to subcortical areas [23], which might not be
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Figure 7. Temporal and spatial analysis of the relevant spectral features. (a) Temporal analysis. LMP and HGB exhibit different
activation patterns, with HGB mostly contributing with smaller time lags. (b) Temporal analysis. Changing the window length
affects LMP and HGB differently. The performance obtained with HGB benefits from longer time windows, which is not the case
with LMP. (c) Spatial analysis. More channels reach good performance for LMP than for HGB. This effect is more pronounced for
the thumb, index, and pinky. (d) Spatial analysis. Graphical representation of the channels contributing to the effect shown in (C)
for a representative subject. Normalized correlations are shown.

well gauged as ECoG grids are placed on the cortical
convexity.

In order to extract LMP signals from ECoG
recordings, a wide range of upper cut-off frequen-
cies of the low pass filter have been proposed,
going from 40 Hz in [34], to 3.6 Hz in [35],
and down to 1 Hz in [27], or even by applying a
moving average window of various lengths on the
unfiltered recordings [18, 36, 37]. In this study, we
showed that, when a moving average window of
50 ms is applied, including a prior low pass filtering
epoch increases the performance of finger movement
decoders. Furthermore, this increase in performance
is maximal when the cut-off frequency of the filter
accounts for the finger movement rate (figure 5(b)).
To ensure that the reported LMP performance were
not originating from artefactual movements of elec-
trode leads, we looked at how the performance var-
ies across channels (figures 7(d) and S3). Good per-
formances were limited to a few channels of the
sensorimotor cortex, suggesting neural signals as
the driver of these performances, not motor arte-
facts, as the latter would have affected all channels
equally.

For the prediction of movement events, where
‘event’ refers to the time interval during which sub-
jects were voluntarily moving a given finger, HGB
activity outperformed all other frequency features.
HGB has previously been linked to motor beha-
viour and is believed to represent localized spiking
activity [25, 38]. This localization shows up in the
ECoG grid as distinct cortical patterns per finger,
patterns that can be differentiated by the decoder
[39, 40]. In addition, our results show the relation
between the spreading of HGB activity and the level
of independence of the corresponding finger [41]
(figure 7(c)) with fewer channels contributing to
the decoding of the more ‘independent’ fingers—
thumb and index finger–, more channels to the least
independent ones—middle and ring finger–, and an
intermediate level of independence for the pinky, in
accordance with the findings reported in [41].

In contrast, when it comes to movement dynam-
ics of finger flexion and extension, HGB activity
yields lower decoding performance. Previous work
has shown a significant overlap in the cortical rep-
resentation of finger flexion and extension [9], which
could prevent their differentiation.

10
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The distinct properties of HGB allow for more
stable predictions of finger trajectories, reducing the
fluctuations between volitional attempts by applying,
for instance, a simple threshold (figure 2). In addi-
tion, these results suggest that HGB would also be the
best feature to classify finger movement from rest, in
agreement with the literature where the higher fre-
quencies were found to contribute most to classifier
performance [10–12]. We tried to subdivide the HGB
frequency range in two different bands, (60–100 Hz)
and (>100 Hz), but got similar results from both
bands, suggesting the presence of redundant activity.

Regarding the temporal activation patterns
(figure 7(a)), LMP holds information in a broader
window of prior activity, whereas for HGB the most
recent samples are the most relevant ones. This dif-
ference in activation patterns is linked to the fin-
ger movement rate. LMP captures, within the one
second window, the dynamics corresponding to past
flexion/extension activity, while HGB captures this
to a much lesser extent, holding instead informa-
tion related to the overall prior movement of the
finger. Surprisingly, when different window lengths
were used to build the decoders for each feature
(figure 7(b)), LMP was less affected by shorter win-
dows than HGB. This suggests that the prior flexion-
s/extensions represented in the LMP do not provide
extra information to the decoders, but, instead,
act as an interference that slightly lowers decoding
performance.

Finally, the datasets used in this study come from
subjects performing finger flexions in a repetitive
manner. Prior research has been done regarding dif-
ferences between single and repetitive movements
both for ECoG [22] and EEG [42]. Specifically, a
decrease in HGB activity after the start of repetit-
ive movement was reported in [22]. We accounted
for this effect by checking whether HGB performance
was better at the beginning of the movement com-
pared to the end, but found no conclusive results.

5. Conclusion

In this work we showed the complementary con-
tribution of two ECoG frequency features to finger
movement decoding, withHGBdistinguishingmove-
ment events from rest and LMP coding for move-
ment dynamics.We exploited the distinct role of these
features to build a simple decoder, obtaining per-
formances on par with the state of the art that relies
on more complex models. Our results also demon-
strate the relationship between LMP performance
and finger movement rate, with the rate defining the
optimal cut-off frequency of the low pass filter. In
addition, differences in the behaviour of LMP and
HGB also arose when we looked at their spatial cover-
age andwhenwe varied thewindow length used in the
decoders, with HGB being more affected by shorter
windows.
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